ANIMATION

TV ANIMATION
The Voyage of Animal Friends
3D Animation, 24 x 15 min, 2014
Comic, Action, Adventure / English Dubbed

Broadcast. KBS1

Now, adventurous noisy story of the alien pig Poco and
his friends at foreign planet Doong Doong island
begins.
In distant future, Human population grows rapidly and
pollutes the global environment. Animals and plants from
the earth rapidly disappear and the earth soon will lose the
lights. Scientists are initiating the 2nd Earth Project in a
hurry. They are planning to bring DNAs of various animals
and plants of the earth into a spaceship and send to a
planet that has similar environment to the earth. However,
the spaceship crash landed at a small unknown planet. In
the planet, animals have become alien figures with
personality.
Buru & Forest friends
2D Cut Out Animation, 26 x 22 min, 2011
Family, Pre & Elementary school / English Subtitled

Broadcast. KBS2

This animation also raises children’s interest and
curiosity in nature by showing various ecosystems in
the forest.
A stag beetle Buru, who was flown from an apartment in a
city, and other bugs work together to overcome
misunderstanding and conflicts, to fight against Kiri and
Jjaga villains and protect the glow ridge where larvae
grow. In the meantime, they become close friends of the
forest. During overcoming the fights with reptiles, rain,
smog, and waste dumping, friendship and trust is built.
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2D Animation

3D CGI Animation

Hello Jadoo Season2

Bellbug Popo

2013, 60 x 15mins

2013, 52 x 5mins

(*Only VOD rights available)

Eco-friendly Comic Adventure

Family Sitcom, Pre-&Elementary

Target: Toddler, age(3~5)

- It recorded the Highest Viewing
Rate on Free TV and Cable TV!
The Simsons, Crayon Shin-chan?
and Jadoo from Korea !

“ Lovely Daily Life Story
of Amazing Bugs Friends In The Forest ”
In a small pond of the forest, There live father and

This is an animated comedy TV series about a girl

mother bellbug. Beautiful bell sound by bellbugs makes

living in 1980’s. Jadoo is a very curious young girl and

the pond pure like a magic.

she has a big imagination. Her curious character

Popo, a curious bellbug, went out of the pond and

embarrasses many people around. If someone asks

came to meet bug friends in the forest. There are

her whether you like more mom or dad, she

exciting stories that Popo plays with the amazing

would say that I like a chicken!
Lovely and cute Jadoo with her family and friends
show us a funny and touching story.
c

Digital Cut Out Animation

PumeKume

in Fairyland

friends in the forest and touching stories, which will
make you feel moved as the beautiful bell sound of
bellbugs will do.

2D Cut Out Animation

Go! Go! Explorer

2012, 26 x 30mins or 52 x 15mins

2013, 30 x 5mins

*PumeKume TV Spot Series : 30 x 1min

History Adventure

Family Adventure

Target: age(4~12)

Target: age(4~12)
Discover the new world of imagination
through books !
Your wishes will come true!
There is a special library in the fantasy land that has
the power to grant your wishes. And, there are special
friends, Pume and Kume, to help make it come true.
To make your wishes come alive, all you need to do is
read the story shown by the mysterious book of
magic.
Let your imagination run free in the story and all your
wishes will come true.

李惠英)

Let’s explore the behind stories of history
with Curious Rumi and Playful Kimi !
A time slip animation teaching morals of love, virtue,
modesty, filial piety and telling the behind stories of
historical events and a fable and a saga etc.
The popular Korean web-comic artists participated in
the original drawings and the interesting story line and
unique characters bring a fun and educative lessons.

